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1. INTRODUCTION
In this work we are going to study the profitability of a biological
growing species whose growth in a bounded domain V ; R N is modelling
by the logistic elliptic equation
yDu x s u x a x y f x y b x u x , x g V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1.1Ž .
u x s 0, x g › VŽ .
A previous equation described the steady-state solutions for the corre-
sponding time dependent parabolic model. Here, u represents the concen-
tration of the biological species, function a is the growth rate, b means the
crowding effect, and f plays the role of control. A control f works by
decreasing the growth rate in order to increase the quality of the produc-
tion. Our control space will be
L‘ V s g g L‘ V : 0 F g a.e. in V . 4Ž . Ž .q
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With the symbol D we denote the laplacian operator. Boundary conditions
are of Dirichlet type. The biological interpretation of this fact is that the
species cannot live on the boundary of domain V.
Ž . ‘ Ž .Later on see Section 2 for each f g L V , we will define u asq V , a, b, f
Ž .the nonnegative maximal solution of problem 1.1 . This fact allows us to
‘ Ž .define the quadratic payoff functional J : L V “ R asK , M q
2J f s Ku x f x y Mf x dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HK , M V , a , b , f
V
which expresses the difference between profit and cost. Here, K ) 0
denotes the sale prices of the species, and M ) 0 is the cost of the control.
w xThe above payoff functional is considered in 10 , in the study of an
optimal control problem with Neumann boundary conditions and space of
 ‘Ž . 4controls C s g g L V : 0 F g F d for a fixed d ) 0. In the case d -d
Ž .inf a x the authors prove the existence of an optimal control in C .x g V d
Under suitable conditions, they describe the optimal control f by using
the optimality system. Ideas and tools contained in this paper can be used
there in order to obtain uniqueness and approximation results for the
Ž .mentioned Neumann control problem see Final Remarks .
The corresponding optimal control problem for periodic parabolic equa-
w xtions was studied in 6 where a result about uniqueness and approximation
to the optimal control is proved when parameter M is sufficiently large.
Other kinds of cost functionals for biological control problems can be
w xfound in 8 . There, an optimal control problem for parabolic equations
with logistic growth is considered. These authors characterize the unique
Ž .optimal control when the time interval 0, T , T ) 0, is small enough.
Obviously, our interest is to maximize J . For convenience, we con-K , M
sider the equivalent functional
J fŽ .K , M 2s J f s lu f y f , 1.2Ž . Ž .H V , a , b , fM V
Kwhere l s will be called the benefit-to-cost ratio.M
Ž .For P we denote the problem of finding admissible controls,V , a, b, l
‘ Ž .f g L V , such thatq
J f s sup J g .Ž . Ž .
‘ Ž .L Vq
Such control, f , will be called an optimal control.
w x w xThis problem has been studied in 3, 4 . In 3 it was proved that, for
Ž .parameter l small enough, the optimal control problem P has aV , a, b, l
unique optimal control and by using the optimality system it is possible to
construct an iterative method that approaches the unique optimal control.
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w xOn the other hand, in 4 , by assuming other kinds of hypotheses
involving the crowding effect of the species, the uniqueness and approxi-
mation to the optimal control was obtained. Essentially, the uniqueness for
Ž .problem P is shown, when function b satisfiesV , a, b, l
Ä Äw’N g 1, 2 such that sup b F N inf b , 1.3Ž ..
and inf b is sufficiently large. The above uniqueness result is not com-
pletely satisfactory. In particular, in the case where function b is a multiple
Ž .of a given function b , b s g b , the control problem P has a0 0 V , a, b, l
unique optimal control if g is sufficiently large, although b fails condition0
Ž . Ž w x.1.3 see 4 .
In this work we prove a more general uniqueness result. By defining
Ž . ‘Ž .s q , for q g L V , to be the principal eigenvalue of the corresponding1
Ž Ž . .eigenvalues problem see 2.4 below , in Section 3 we prove
Ž . qTHEOREM 1.1 Main Theorem . Let C g R , C ) 1 be a fixed constant
‘Ž . Ž . Ž .a g L V such that s ya - 0. ’m ’ m V, a, C ) 0 such that, if b g1
‘Ž .L V satisfies conditions
sup b inf b
inf b ) 0, F C , and G m ,
inf b l
Ž .then P admits a unique optimal control.V , a, b, l
Also, we will show that by using the optimality system it is possible to
Žconstruct a monotone scheme to approach the optimal control see Theo-
.rem 3.11 .
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we fix some notation and we summarize some preliminary
results about the existence and uniqueness of a positive solution for the
Ž .logistic Equation 1.1 , the existence of a solution for the control problem
Ž .P , and the optimality system. Also, we prove a lemma whichV , a, b, l
Ž .permits the inversion of operator yD q ya q 2bu when u is a positive
Ž .solution of a logistic equation see Lemma 2.7 later on . This lemma will
be essential to obtain Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 3.11 mentioned above.
Section 3 includes the proofs of these theorems.
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we will show some previous results and we will fix the
‘Ž .notation that will be used in the following. Given a function e g L V we
denote e s ess sup e, and accordingly e s ess inf e.V V
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Ž .From now on we consider the Equation 1.1 under the hypotheses
w x N ‘Ž .H1 V is a bounded and regular domain in R a, b g L V , with
‘ Ž .b ) 0 and f g L V .q
In some results we will need in addition the hypothesis
qw xH2 1 F brb F C for C g R fixed constant.
Now, we recall the main properties of the principal eigenvalue for a
‘Ž . Ž .suitable eigenvalue problem. For each q g L V we consider s q to be1
the principal eigenvalue of the following eigenvalue problem
yDu x q q x u x s lu x , x g V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2.4Ž .
u x s 0, x g › V .Ž .
Ž w x. Ž .It is known see, for instance, 5 that s q has algebraic multiplicity1
equal to one and satisfies the variational characterization
< < 2 2H =u q H quV V
s q s inf 2.5Ž . Ž .1 21 H uŽ .  4ugH V _ 0 V0
1Ž .where H V is the usual Sobolev space.0
Ž .Moreover, one can choose a unique associated eigenfunction, f q ,1
1, aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that f q g C V the space of Holderian functions , ;a g 0, 1 ,È1
Ž . 5 Ž .5 ‘f q strictly positive in V, and f q s 1.L ŽV .1 1
Ž . Ž .As a consequence of 2.5 , it follows that s q has the following1
properties:
Ž . ‘Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i If q , q g L V , with q x F q x , a.e. in V, then s q F1 2 1 2 1 1
Ž .  Ž . Ž .4s q . Moreover, if the set x g V : q x - q x has positive measure,1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .then s q - s q .1 1 1 2
Ž . ‘Ž . Ž . Ž .ii ;q g L V , ;M g R, and s q q M s s q q M.1 1
Ž . ‘Ž . Ž .iii The map s : L V “ R, q ‹ s q is continuous.1 1
Ž . ‘Ž . w xiv Let q , q g L V and t g 0, 1 . Then1 2
s tq q 1 y t q G ts q q 1 y t s q . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2 1 1 1 2
Ž .We now point out some properties of the Schrodinger operator yD q qÈ
Ž . Žand of the nonnegative solutions of Equation 1.1 for more details see
w x.1]3, 7, 11, 12 .
1Ž . y 1Ž .For u g H V , the expression u G 0 in › V means u g H V .0
Žw x. ‘Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2 3 . Consider q g L V satisfying s q ) 0. Then1
Ž . 2Ž .i For each f g L V the linear problem
yDu q q x u s f , in V ,Ž .
2.7Ž .
u s 0, on › V ,
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1Ž . ‘Ž . 2, pŽ .has a unique solution u g H V ; moreo¤er, if f g L V , u g W V ,0
Ž .;p g 1, ‘ .
Ž . 1Ž .ii Let u g H V satisfying u G 0 on › V and yDu q qu G 0, in
1Ž .the weak sense, i.e., ;f g H V , f G 0,0
=u =f q quf G 0,H H
V V
u G 0, on › V .
Then u G 0 in V.
Ž . ‘Ž . Ž .iii Consider p , p g L V , p G p in V with s p ) 0. Let f be1 2 1 2 1 2
2Ž .in L V such that f G 0 in V. Denote by v , the corresponding solution ofpi
problem
yDu q p x u s f , in V ,Ž .i
u s 0, on › V ,
for i s 1, 2.
Then
v x F v x , a.e. in V .Ž . Ž .p p1 2
By using techniques of sub- and supersolutions and the variational
Ž . Ž Ž .. w x Ž .characterization of s ya see 2.5 , one may prove 1, 7 that 1.1 has a1
Ž . Ž .weak nonnegative and nontrivial solution iff s ya q f - 0. In this1
Ž .case, there exists a unique nonnegative and nontrivial solution of 1.1 ,
denoted by u, satisfying the estimates
a y fys ya q fŽ .1
f ya q f x F u x F , ; x g V . 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 bb
Moreover, this solution u is stable, considered as an equilibrium solution
w xof the corresponding time dependent evolution problem 12 .
‘ Ž . Ž ‘Ž ..For each f g L V and in the same way, for each f g L V , theq
Žabove considerations permit us to define u or u , when there isV , a, b, f b, f
. Ž .not ambiguity , as the maximal nonnegative solution of Eq. 1.1 . Then,
Ž . Ž .u ’ u ) 0 in V iff s ya q f - 0 and u ’ 0 iff s ya q fV ,a, b, f 1 V , a, b, f 1
G 0.
Observe that the upper estimate for the maximal nonnegative solution
‘Ž .  4 Ž .of 1.1 , u F max 0, arb , is uniform for f g L V .V , a, b, f q
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The main properties of solution u used through this work areV , a, b, f
shown in the following proposition
Ž . w xPROPOSITION 2.3 Main properties of u . Under hypothesis H1 ,V , a, b, f
we ha¤e
‘ 1Ž . Ž . Ž .1 The map L V “ C V , f ‹ u is continuous and decreasingb, f
‘Ž .in the following sense: if f , g g L V such that f F g, a.e. in V, then
Ž . Ž .u x G u x , ; x g V. Analogously, the map b ‹ u is decreasing;b, f b, g b, f
w xi.e., if b , b satisfy H1 and b G b a.e. in V, then u F u in V.1 2 1 2 b , f b , f1 2
Ž . 2 The abo¤e function f ‹ u defined from the open A s h gb, f
‘Ž . Ž . 4 1, pŽ . ‘L V : s ya q h - 0 to W V , p ) N, is C .1
w xProof. The proof of part 1 can be found in 2 .
To show the second part we use the function implicit theorem. Let
‘Ž . 1, pŽ . 1, pŽ . Ž . Ž Ž .F: A ; L V = W V “ W V , F f , u s u q K u a y f y0 0
2 .bu , where K is the linear and compact operator defined by formula
Ž .y1 Ž .K ’ yD . Let f g A; it is clear that f , u is a solution of the0 0 b, f 0
Ž . Žequation F f , u s 0. This fact implies, in particular, that s ya q f q1 0
. Žbu s 0 observe that 0 is an eigenvalue with ``positive'' eigenfunctionb, f 0
.u for the corresponding eigenvalues problem . By using the monotonic-b, f 0
Ž . Ž .ity of s ? , the positivity of u , and i of Lemma 2.2 we obtain that1 b, f 0pŽ . 1, pŽ .;g g L V and there exists a unique ¤ g W V such that0
yD¤ q ya q f q 2bu ¤ s g .Ž .0 b , f 0
› F Ž .Now, the Fredholm alternative theorem assures that f , u :0 b, f 0› u
› F1, p 1, p Ž .Ž . ŽŽ . .W “ W , ¤ ‹ f , u ¤ s ¤ y K a y f ¤ y 2bu ¤ is a0 0 0 b, f 0 b, f0 0› u
‘Ž .linear isomorphism. Thus, there are two open neighborhoods O ; L V ,1
1, pŽ . ‘O ; W V of f , u , respectively, and there exists a unique C -dif-2 0 0 b, f 0
Ž . Ž Ž ..ferentiable map T : O “ O such that T f s u and F f , T f s 0.1 2 0 b, f 0
The implicit function theorem allows us to calculate the expression of the
‘Ž . Ž .differential. In fact, ;g g L V , the differential DT g is the uniquef
solution of the linear problem
yDj q ya q f q 2bu j s ygu , in Vf , g b , f f , g b , f
2.9Ž .
j s 0, on › V .f , g
This concludes the proof.
Ž .The existence of a solution for the problem P , i.e., the existenceV , a, b, l
‘ Ž .of a control f g L V which maximizes the benefit-cost functional J, isq
w xshown in 3 . There it is proved that if a ) 0 and if f is an optimal control,
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then we may assume that
a
f F l , a.e. in V . 2.10Ž .
b
Ž Ž .Observe that a F 0 implies s ya q f G 0 and then necessarily the1
.optimal control f ’ 0. Also, the positivity of benefit is characterized in
w xterms of V and function a. Precisely, in 3 is proved that, under hypothe-
w xsis H1 ,
sup J g ) 0 m s ya - 0.Ž . Ž .1
‘ Ž .ggL Vq
Ž .This last result justifies the hypothesis s ya - 0 in many of the1
following results.
Žw x. w x Ž .LEMMA 2.4 3, Lemma 3.2 . Assume H1 and s ya - 0. If f g1
‘ Ž .L V is an optimal control, thenq
l q
f s u 1 y p , a.e. in V ,Ž .b , f b , f2
Ž .where p is the unique solution of the linear adjoint problemb, f
yD p q ya q f q 2bu p s f , in V ,Ž .b , f b , f b , f
2.11Ž .
p s 0, on › Vb , f
Ž Ž . Ž . .Obser¤e that s ya q f q 2bu ) s ya q f q bu s 0.1 b, f 1 b, f
Ž .The previous lemma and Proposition 2.3 part 2 are essential to have
the optimality system
Ž w x. w xCOROLLARY 2.5 optimality system, 3 . Under hypothesis H1 and
Ž . ‘ Ž .s ya - 0, if f g L V is an optimal control, then1 q
l q
f s u 1 y p , in V , 2.12Ž . Ž .
2
Ž .where u, p is a solution of the optimality system
l qyDu s u a y b q 1 y p u , in V ,Ž .ž /2
2.13Ž .l 2qyD p q p ya q 2bu s u 1 y p , in V ,Ž . Ž .
2
u s p s 0, on › V ,
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with conditions
0 F p , u ) 0, a.e. in V . 2.14Ž .
Ž . Ž .Remark 2.6. The optimality system 2.13 and 2.14 , in particular,
‘ Ž .shows that if f g L V is an optimal control, then f is Lipschitzq
Žcontinuous the extra regularity of the optimal control comes through the
.characterization of the optimal control and the regularity of u and p .
Ž . Ž .q Ž .Moreover, in the case p x - 1, x g V, we get 1 y p s 1 y pb, f b, f b, f
Žin V and consequently more regularity for the optimal control actually
2, qŽ . Ž ..f g W V , ;q g 1, ‘ . Also, in this case, we obtain the positivity of
Ž Ž . .the optimal control f x ) 0, x g V .
w x w xIn the next lemmas, we will show that, under hypotheses H1 and H2 ,
Žit is possible to obtain a positive lower bound for the expression s ya q1
. Ž .2bu and an upper bound for function p, provided that s ya - 0 and1
Ž . Ž . Ž .u, p corresponds to a solution of optimality system 2.13 and 2.14 . The
interest in these results will be to prove in Section 3 the uniqueness of the
optimal control, for a more general setting than Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4 and
w xTheorem 3.5 shown in 3, 4 , respectively.
w x w x Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.7. Suppose H1 , H2 , s ya - 0, and u, p is a solution of1
Ž . Ž .2.13 and 2.14 . Then ’t ) 0 such that
l
x xs ya q 2bu G t uniformly for g 0, 1 . 2.15Ž . Ž .1 b
Proof. Consider w as the maximal nonnegative solution of the problem
l
yDw s w a x y q b x w , in V ,Ž . Ž .ž /2 2.16Ž .
w s 0, on › V .
l lqŽ . ŽObserve that 1 y p F and the monotonocity of b ‹ u Proposi-b, f2 2
.tion 2.3 imply
u ’ u q G w ’ u . 2.17Ž .bq Žlr2.Ž1yp. , 0 bqŽlr2. , 0
w x w x ‘ Ž .If b is a function verifying H1 and H2 and f g L V is an admissibleq
control, again, Proposition 2.3 implies
b 1 1
bu G bu G bu G bu s u . 2.18Ž .b , f b , f b , f b , f 1, fC Cb
So, we have obtained a lower bound for bu uniformly with respect to bb, f
provided that u is the corresponding associated solution. We will useb, f
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this fact to conclude the proof. In fact, taking into account the properties
Ž .of s ? and previous arguments we have1
s ya q 2bu G s ya q 2bwŽ . Ž .1 1
l l
s s ya q b q w q b y w1 ž / ž /ž /2 2
l l
G s ya q b q u q b y u .1 bqŽl r2. , 0 bqŽlr2. , 0ž / ž /ž /2 2
Ž Ž .. ŽNow, denoting ya q b q lr2 w as z recall that w s u andbq Žl r2., 0
Ž . .s z s 0 , the above inequality should be1
l
s ya q 2bu G s z q b y uŽ .1 1 bqŽlr2. , 0ž /ž /2
2b yl l
G s z q b q u1 bqŽlr2. , 0ž /ž /ž /ql 22b
b
G s z q u1 1, 0ž /ž /3b
1
G s z q u .1 1, 0ž /ž /3C
Ž . Ž . Ž .Fix u g 0, 1 ; the concavity of s ? and s z s 0 implies1 1
1
s z q u1 1, 0ž /ž /3C
1
s s u z q 1 y u z q uŽ .Ž1 1, 0ž / /3C 1 y uŽ .
1
G 1 y u s z q uŽ . 1 1, 0ž /ž /3C 1 y u aŽ .
1n
??? G 1 y u s z q u ,Ž . n1 1, 0ž /ž /3C 1 y uŽ .
Ž Ž . .for each n g N. We need the lower estimate for s z q 1r3C u to be1 1, 0
uniform with respect to function b. To see it, take some n g N such thatÄ
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nÄŽ Ž . .1r 3C yu ) 1, then
1
s z q u1 1, 0nÄž /ž /3C 1 y uŽ .
1 l
s s ya q u q y 1 u q b q w1 1, 0 1, 0nÄ ž /ž /ž /23C 1 y uŽ .
1
) s ya q u q u ’ t ) 0.1 1, 0 1, 0nÄž /ž /3C 1 y uŽ .
ŽThe previous lemma says, in particular, that the operator yD q ya q
. 2Ž .2bu is invertible; that is, for any g g L V there exists a unique ¤ g
1Ž .H V solution of the problem0
yD¤ q ya q 2bu ¤ s g .Ž .
Ž .where u corresponds with some solution u, p of the optimality system
Ž . Ž .2.13 and 2.14 .
Ž . w x w xLEMMA 2.8 estimates for the adjoint problem . Assume H1 , H2 , and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s ya - 0. Let u, p be a solution of 2.13 ] 2.14 . Then, there exists a1
constant R ) 0 such that
l
0 F p F R , in V , 2.19Ž .
b
l x xuniformly for g 0, 1 .
b
Proof. The proof is a consequence of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.7. In fact, let
us consider Q to be the unique solution of problem
yD Q q ya q 2bw Q s a, in V ,Ž .
2.20Ž .
Q s 0, on › V .
Thus, lQrb is a solution of
lQ lQ la
yD q ya q 2bw s , in V ,Ž .
b b b
2.21Ž .
lQ
s 0, on › V ,
b
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Ž .and applying Lemma 2.2 and 2.17 we get
lQ
0 F p F , in V . 2.22Ž .
b
Ž .Now, multiplying by Q in 2.20 , integrating on V, and taking into account
Ž .2.5 and Lemma 2.7, we obtain
22 2 2< <t Q F s ya q 2bw Q F =Q q ya q 2bw Q s aQ .Ž . Ž .H H H H1
V V V V
The Holder inequality gives
25 5 5 5 < <t Q F a Q V 2.23Ž .2 2 2
or, equivalently,
5 5 < <t Q F a V . 2.24Ž .2 2
Standard elliptic regularity arguments do the rest.
3. UNIQUENESS AND APPROXIMATION TO THE
OPTIMAL CONTROL
Ž .In this section, we prove the uniqueness result for the problem PV , a, b, l
Ž .mentioned in the Introduction Theorem 1.1 . Also, by using an iterative
scheme with an appropriate system of sub- and supersolution for the
Ž . Ž .optimality system 2.13 and 2.14 , we can approximate to the unique
Ž .optimal control. The new information about the behavior of s ya q 2bu1
Ž . Ž . Ž .and p, for a solution u, p of 2.13 and 2.14 , contained in Lemmas 2.7
and 2.8, permits us an improvement and unification of known results about
Ž w x.this control problem see 3, 4 .
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By following the notation introduced in Section
2, we are going to prove that if
12 2b a 2CR qŽ .2 2G G ’ max , R , 1 , 3.25Ž .2 2½ 5l 2t
where t and R are defined in Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, respectively, then there
Ž . Ž . Ž .exists a unique solution u, p of the optimality system 2.13 and 2.14 . In
Ž .particular, the control problem P has an unique optimal control.V , a, b, l
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1Ž . Ž . Ž .Let us denote a s lrt 2CR q . So, u, p is a solution of 2.13 and2
pŽ . Ž . Ž .2.14 , if and only if u, r s u, is a solution of system
a
l
2 2yDu y au q bu q 1 y ra u s 0, in V ,Ž .
2
l 2y D r q r ya q 2bu y u 1 y ra s 0, in V ,Ž . Ž .
2a
3.26Ž .
usr s 0, on › V .
with conditions
lR 1 a
0 F r x F F , w x F u x F , a.e. in V . 3.27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /ba a b
Ž . Ž .We will prove that system 3.26 and 3.27 has only one solution. In fact,
Ž .let ¤ , s be another solution of the mentioned system. By subtracting we
obtain
0 s yD u y ¤ y a u y ¤ q b u2 y ¤ 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
l la
2 2 2 2q u y ¤ y u r y ¤ s 3.28Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 2
and
0 s yD r y s y a r y s q 2b ur y ¤sŽ . Ž . Ž .
2 2la 1 1
y u y r y ¤ y s . 3.29Ž .ž / ž /ž /2 a a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Now, by multiplying 3.26 by u y ¤ and 3.27 by r y s , integrating on
V, and adding both expressions, we have
2 2 20 s = u y ¤ y a u y ¤ q b u q ¤ u y ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
V
l la2 2q u q ¤ u y ¤ 1 y a s y u u y ¤ r y sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 2
2 2 2q = r y s y a r y s q 2bu r y sŽ . Ž . Ž .H
V
2la 1
q u y ¤ r y s 2bs y y sŽ . Ž . ž /ž /2 a
la 2 2q u y r q s r y s . 3.30Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /2 a
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Now, taking into account that the term
l la 22 2u q ¤ u y ¤ 1 y a s q u y r q s r y sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /2 2 a
Ž Ž . Ž .is nonnegative really is strictly positive if r x / s x in a subset of
.positive measure of V , then, the inequalities
s ya q u q ¤ b G tŽ .Ž .1
s ya q 2bu G tŽ .1
Ž . Žgiven by Lemma 2.7 and the variational characterization for s ? recall1
Ž ..2.5 , imply
2 20 G t u y ¤ q t r y sŽ . Ž .H
V
2la 1 la
2q u y ¤ r y s 2bs y y s y u , 3.31Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /ž /2 a 2
Ž . Ž .with strict inequality if r x / s x is a subset of V with positive measure.
Ž . Ž .The choice of a , hypothesis 3.25 and 3.27 , gives us that
2la 1 2blR l
2bs y y s F q s t 3.32Ž .ž /2 a ba 2a
and
2 2la la la l 1
2u F a s 2CR q F t . 3.33Ž .2 2 ž /2 t 22b 2b
Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore, from 3.31 , 3.32 , and 3.33 , we deduce
2 2
t u y ¤ q t r y sŽ . Ž .H
V
2la 1 la
2F u y ¤ r y s 2bs y y s y uŽ . Ž .H ž /ž /2 a 2V
< < < <F 2t u y ¤ r y s .H
V
Hence, we deduce that r ’ s and so u ’ ¤ in V.
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This theorem implies the following
w x Ž .COROLLARY 3.9 3 . Let us consider the problem P . Assume thatV , a, b, l
w xthe domain V and the functions a and b are fixed satisfying hypothesis H1
Ž . Ž .and s ya - 0. Then there exists L ’ L V, a, b ) 0 such that for1 2 2
l F L2
Ž .the problem P has a unique optimal control.V , a, b, l
and
w x w x Ž .COROLLARY 3.10 4 . Suppose H1 , s ya - 0, and1
b F Cb for some 1 F C - 2. 3.34Ž .
Ž .Then problem P admits an unique optimal control, pro¤ided that b isV , a, b, l
large enough.
It is possible to approximate the optimal control by using a monotone
w xscheme according to ideas contained in 9, Chap. V . To do it, observe that
Ž .the formula 2.12 expresses any optimal control in terms of the solution of
Ž . Ž .the optimality system 2.13 and 2.14 . Thus, we can try to approach the
Ž .unique optimal control Theorem 1.1 by a sub]super solution method if
an appropriate couple of sub]super solutions is used. The main difficulty
in applying the sub]super solution method is the change of monotonicity
of the optimality system. For the sake of simplicity, we define the functions
2B, C, D: V = R “ R as
l
B x , u , p s u a y b q 1 y p u ,Ž . Ž .
2
C x , u , p s p a y 2bu ,Ž . Ž .
l 2D x , u , p s u 1 y p .Ž . Ž .
2
One may choose a positive constant G such that
v Ž . w xB x, u, p q Gu is increasing in u in the interval 0, lrb , for any
w Ž . x w Ž . xx g V and p g 0, lrb R , and increasing in p in the interval 0, lrb R ,
w x Ž .for any x g V and u g 0, lrb p u, p p .
v Ž . Ž . w xC x, u, p q Gr2 p is decreasing in u in the interval 0, lrb , for
w Ž . xany x g V and p g 0, lrb R , and increasing in p in the interval
w Ž . x w x Ž .0, lrb R , for any x g V and u g 0, lrb o u, p p .
v Ž . Ž . w xD x, u, p q Gr2 p is increasing in u in the interval 0, lrb for
w Ž . xany x g V and p g 0, lrb R , and increasing in p in the interval
w Ž . x w x Ž .0, lrb R , for any x g V and u g 0, lrb p u, p p .
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1 1 Ž .Now, consider u ’ w, u ’ arb, p ’ 0, and p ’ lrb R, with w. Q1 1
Ž . Ž .  4  n4  4defined in 2.16 and 2.20 , respectively, and the sequences u , u , p ,n n
 n4and p as the unique solutions of
yDu q Mu s B x , u , p q Mu , in V ,Ž .nq1 nq1 n n n
u s 0, on › V ,nq1
y Dunq1 q Munq1 s B x , un , pn q Mun , in V ,Ž .
unq1 s 0, on › V ,
y D p q Mp s C x , un , pŽ .nq1 nq1 n
M M
q p q D x , u , p q p , in V ,Ž .n n n n2 2
p s 0, on › V ,nq1
y D pnq1 q Mpnq1 s C x , u , pnŽ .n
M M
n n n nq p q D x , u , p q p , in V ,Ž .
2 2
pnq1 s 0, on › V .
Taking into account the monotonicity properties of functions B, C, D, and
 4  n4standard arguments of sub]super solution method, we have that u , u ,n
 4  n4p , and p verifyn
1.
u F u F ??? F u F un F uny1 F ??? F u1 , in V ,1 2 n
p F p F ??? F p F pn F pny1 F ??? F p1 , in V ,1 2 n
and
u p u#, un o u*, p p p#, pn o p*, pointwise in V .n n
2, qŽ . Ž .2. u#, u*, p#, p* g W V , ;q g 1, ‘ . Moreover, these func-0
tions satisfy
yDu# s B x , u#, p# , in V ,Ž .
y Du* s B x , u*, p* , in V ,Ž .
y D p# s C x , u*, p# q D x , u#, p# , in V ,Ž . Ž . 3.35Ž .
y D p* s C x , u#, p* q D x , u*, p* , in V ,Ž . Ž .
u# s u* s p# s p* s 0, on › V
with conditions
a lR
w F u#, u* F , 0 F p#, p* F . 3.36Ž .
b b
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Ž . Ž .3. If u, p is another solution of 2.13 with the property
u F u F u1 , p F p F p1 ,1 1
then
u# F u F u*, p# F p F p*.
Ž . Ž .Note that if system 3.35 and 3.36 has a unique solution,
Ž . Ž . Ž .u#, u*, p#, p* , then u*, u#, p*, p# is another solution of 3.35 and
Ž .3.36 , and consequently u# s u* and p# s p* is a solution of system
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.13 and 2.14 . This will give a theoretical approximation to the optimal
control.
The next theorem shows that under more restrictions on quantity brl
Ž . Ž .system 3.35 and 3.36 has a unique solution. The ideas to prove it are
similar to the ones in Theorem 1.1.
Ž . w x w xTHEOREM 3.11 approx. to the optimal control . Assume H1 , H2 ,
Ž .  4and s ya - 0. Take b s max 2CRrt , 1rt . If1
2 2b ba
G max G , , 3.37Ž .2 ½ 5tl
Ž . Ž .then, system 3.35 and 3.36 has a unique solution. Note that G, t , and R
are considered as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof. The main argument is the following: we will assume the exis-
Ž . Ž .tence of two solutions of system 3.38 satisfying 3.39 , and then we will
show that, udner the requirements of the theorem, they are the same.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Consider u, ¤ , p, q and U, V, P, Q as two solutions of system 3.35
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and 3.36 or equivalently u, ¤ , s, t ’ u, ¤ , prlb , qrlb and U, V, S, T
Ž .’ U, V, Prlb , Qrlb as solutions of system
l l2b
2 2 2yDu y au q bu q u y su s 0, in V ,
2 2
l l2b
2 2 2y D¤ y a¤ q b¤ q ¤ y t¤ s 0, in V ,
2 2
22l b 1
y D s y as q 2b¤s y u y s s 0, in V ,ž /2 lb
22l b 1
y D t y at q 2but y ¤ y t s 0, in V ,ž /2 lb
us¤srss s 0, on › V ,
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satisfying
lR 1 a
0 F s x , t x F F ; w x F u x , ¤ x F , a.e. in V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /lb b lb b
3.39Ž .
Ž . Ž .Now, taking into account that U, V, S, T is another solution of 3.38 , by
Ž .subtracting, multiplying by u y U , and integrating on V in the first
equation of both systems, we have
2 2 20 s = u y U y a u y U q b u q U u y UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
V
2l l b2 2q u q U u y U 1 y lbS y u u y U s y S . 3.40Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 2
We use the same process with the third equation
2 2 20 s = s y S y a s y S q 2b¤ s y S q 2bS ¤ y V s y SŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
V
22l l b 12q u s y S 2 y lb s q S y u y U s y S y S .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ž /2 2 lb
3.41Ž .
Following the same arguments with the second and fourth equations of
Ž . Ž .system 3.38 , by adding the corresponding equalities 3.39 and the prop-
Ž Ž ..erties of t recall also 2.5 , we get
2 2 2 20 G t u y U q ¤ y V q s y S q t y TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H ½V
22l b 1
2y u q y S u y U s y SŽ . Ž .ž /2 lb
22l b 1
2y ¤ q y T ¤ y V t y TŽ . Ž .ž /2 lb
q2bS ¤ y V s y S q 2bT u y U t y T . 3.42Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5
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Moreover, if s / S or t / T in a subset of V with positive measure, then,
similarly to the proof of Theorem 1.1, the previous inequality is strict.
Ž .From 3.39 and the choice of b it follows that
2CR
< < < <2bS F F t and accordingly 2bT F t . 3.43Ž .
b
2 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..On the other hand, as b G 1rt and b rl G ba rt see 3.37 , one
2 2 2 2 2Ž .Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .infers that l br2 1r lb F tr2 and l br2 a rb F tr2 , re-
Ž .spectively. Consequently, by virtue of 3.39 ,
22l b 1 t t
2y u q y S F q s t , 3.44Ž .ž /2 lb 2 2
and
22l b 1 t t
2y ¤ q y T F q s t . 3.45Ž .ž /2 lb 2 2
Ž .Thus, the right side of 3.42 is nonnegative. Hence, s s S and t s T in V
and therefore u s U and ¤ s V in V.
The previous theorem allow us to approximate the unique optimal
bcontrol by an iterative scheme provided that is large enough.
l
FINAL REMARKS
1. Note that Theorems 1.1 and 3.11 are valid in the case in which we
Ž .consider the logistic equation 1.1 with Neumann boundary conditions.
Ž .Tools and techniques used in this paper especially Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8
can be used to prove them. In this case, the elliptic equations and systems
which appear in this paper should be changed by the corresponding ones
with Neumann boundary conditions.
2. Also, the space of controls may be changed by taking C s g gd
‘Ž . 4 ‘ Ž .L V : 0 F g F d instead of L V . If, in addition, one considers brl )q
Ž Ž .ard recall that, by virtue of 2.10 , the optimal control satisfies 0 F f F
.larb and then belongs to C then one obtains again that Theorems 1.1d
and 3.11 hold. Hence, we answer positively about the uniqueness and
w xapproximation to the optimal control proposed in 10, Remark 4.1 .
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